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CHARGING THE 18650 BATTERY 
Warning: Never attempt to charge standard (non-rechargeable) batteries. Doing so could result in injury and 
will void the warranty. 
 
This unit operates on one rechargeable 18650 Li-Ion battery (included) and we recommend fully charging it first. To do 
so, insert the battery into the home charger following the polarity diagram shown on the charger. Flip out the charging 
plug on the back of the charger and plug it into a standard wall outlet. 
 
Important: Do not charge for longer than 3 hours or continue to charge once the light on the charger turns 
green. Once the light on the charger changes from red to green, the battery is fully charged and should be 
removed from the charger. 
 
INSTALLING THE BATTERY  

1. To access the battery compartment, unscrew the end cap (at the opposite end of the light) by turning it 
counterclockwise. 

2. Insert the fully charged battery into the flashlight. The positive (+) end of the battery should be inserted first 
(toward the head of the light). Screw the end cap back on by turning it clockwise. 

 
USING THE FLASHLIGHT 

1. To turn on the light, press the rubber Push Button Tail Switch (located at the opposite end of the light) until it 
clicks and the light turns on. This unit features five light modes: High, Medium, Low, Strobe and SOS. 

2. To change the light mode, “soft press” the rubber Push Button Tail Switch by applying light pressure (if you press 
too hard it will click and turn off). 

3. To turn the flashlight off, “hard press” the rubber Push Button Tail Switch until it clicks. 
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End Cap 
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WARRANTY  
Cutting Edge Products, Inc. extends a Lifetime warranty to the PFL2F53 for the product against defects in materials or 
workmanship, with the following exceptions: 

1. The warranty does not cover damage resulting from accident, misuse or abuse, lack of reasonable care, the 
affixing of any attachment not provided with the product, loss of parts, or recharging the unit in any manner not in 
accordance with the instructions above. 

2. The warranty will be voided if the unit has been opened (with the exception of inserting the batteries according to 
the directions above) or tampered with in any way (unless by an Authorized Dealer) or if any unauthorized 
replacement parts have been used. 

3. The lifetime warranty extends only to the flashlight and LED bulb only. The battery is excluded from the warranty 
because it will be damaged if the charging instructions above are not followed.  

 
CONDITIONS OF SALE   
Purchase of this product is an agreement by the purchaser/user to hold all sellers and manufacturers harmless of all 
liabilities and damages.  
 
TO OBTAIN SERVICE 
Contact the Authorized Dealer from whom you purchased this unit for Return Merchandise Authorization (RMA). The 
return unit must be sent postage prepaid and proof of purchase is required. Damage or loss occurring during shipment 
is not covered by this warranty. 


